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Abstract

Observations of the Galactic Center supermassive black hole Sagittarius A*
(Sgr A*

) with very long-baseline
interferometry (VLBI) are affected by interstellar scattering along our line of sight. At long radio observing
wavelengths (1 cm), the scattering heavily dominates image morphology. At 3.5 mm (86 GHz), the intrinsic
source structure is no longer sub-dominant to scattering, and thus the intrinsic emission from Sgr A* is resolvable
with the Global Millimeter VLBI Array (GMVA). Long-baseline detections to the phased Atacama Large
Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA) in 2017 provided new constraints on the intrinsic and scattering
properties of Sgr A*, but the stochastic nature of the scattering Requires multiple observing epochs to reliably
estimate its statistical properties. We present new observations with the GMVA+ALMA, taken in 2018, which
confirm non-Gaussian structure in the scattered image seen in 2017. In particular, the ALMA–GBT baseline shows
more flux density than expected for an anistropic Gaussian model, providing a tight constraint on the source size
and an upper limit on the dissipation scale of interstellar turbulence. We find an intrinsic source extent along the
minor axis of ∼100 μas both via extrapolation of longer wavelength scattering constraints and direct modeling of
the 3.5 mm observations. Simultaneously fitting for the scattering parameters, we find an at-most modestly
asymmetrical (major-to-minor axis ratio of 1.5± 0.2) intrinsic source morphology for Sgr A*.

Unified Astronomy Thesaurus concepts: Black holes (162); Galactic center (565); Very long baseline
interferometry (1769); Radio interferometry (1346); Interstellar medium (847)

1. Introduction

The Galactic Center hosts the closest known supermassive
black hole, associated with the radio source Sagittarius A*

(Sgr A*; Balick & Brown 1974). With a mass M∼ 4.1× 106Me

at a distance D∼ 8.1 kpc, Sgr A* subtends the largest angle on
the sky among all known black holes (Ghez et al. 2008; Gillessen
et al. 2009; Reid 2009; Gravity Collaboration et al. 2018a). Thus
Sgr A* is one of the most promising targets for studying black
hole accretion and outflow via direct imaging (Goddi et al. 2017).
The spectral energy density of Sgr A* in radio rises with
frequency, with a turnover in the submillimeter regime, where
the accretion flow becomes optically thin (Falcke et al. 1998;

Bower et al. 2015, 2019). However, the southern declination and
interstellar scattering of Sgr A* add challenges to decades of radio
observations with very long-baseline interferometry (VLBI;
Alberdi et al. 1993; Backer et al. 1993; Krichbaum et al. 1993;
Marcaide et al. 1999; Bower et al. 2004; Shen et al. 2005; Lu et al.
2011a; Bower et al. 2014). Thus, the intrinsic accretion and
outflow structure of Sgr A* remains rather poorly understood.
Early observations at 1.3 mm with the prototype Event

Horizon Telescope (EHT) indicate that the radio emission of
Sgr A* originates from a region that is comparable to the size of
the black hole’s “shadow” (∼50 μas; Doeleman et al. 2008;
Fish et al. 2011; Johnson et al. 2015; Fish et al. 2016; Lu et al.
2018). On these scales, the image morphology is dominated by
strong gravitational lensing of the black hole rather than by
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details of the innermost accretion flow (as seen in M87; Event
Horizon Telescope Collaboration et al. 2019). At longer
wavelengths, images of Sgr A* are strongly scatter-broadened
(blurred) by the intervening interstellar medium (ISM; e.g.,
Davies et al. 1976; van Langevelde et al. 1992; Frail et al.
1994; Bower et al. 2004; Shen et al. 2005; Bower et al. 2006;
Johnson et al. 2018; Psaltis et al. 2018).

Radio waves passing through the ionized ISM propagate via
multiple paths due to changes in the refractive index of the
turbulent plasma from density inhomogeneities. The angles at
which the waves scatter are proportional to the squared
wavelength of the wave. The intrinsic angular size of Sgr A*

at wavelengths of 0.1–1 cm is roughly proportional to the
wavelength. As a result, the ratio of intrinsic source angular
size to scatter-broadening is ∼0.3/λcm along the major axis
and ∼0.6/λcm along the minor axis (where λcm is the observing
wavelength in centimeters; Johnson et al. 2018), making
3.5 mm the longest observing wavelength accessible on Earth
at which Sgr A* intrinsic structure would not be sub-dominant
to scattering. The ideal regime for probing and separating
intrinsic source properties from scattering is thus at 3.5 mm:
intrinsic structure starts to dominate over scattering effects and
the radio emission originates from the optically thick innermost
accretion flow, also corresponding to the launching region
of a possible outflow or jet (Narayan et al. 1995; Falcke &
Markoff 2000; Özel et al. 2000; Yuan et al. 2003).

Although intrinsic structure dominates at 1.3mm, the scattering
is nonetheless still substantial and could potentially contaminate
tests of general relativity with the EHT, introducing random
distortions and substructure in the image. The specific effects on
1.3 mm VLBI images depend on the power spectrum ( ) q of
spatial irregularities that produce the scattering (where q is a
wavevector; Johnson et al. 2018; Zhu et al. 2019). Because these
underlying irregularities that cause refractive scattering at 3.5mm
also produce image variations at 1.3 mm, scattering studies at
3.5 mm are essential to guide imaging Sgr A* at 1.3 mm with the
EHT. Furthermore, scattering-induced substructure, predicted by
Narayan & Goodman (1989) and Goodman & Narayan (1989)
and first measured in Sgr A* by Gwinn et al. (2014) at 1.3 cm, is
caused by modes in the scattering material on scales much larger
than the diffractive scale of the scattering. This turbulence in the
ISM induces stochastically varying compact substructure in
images of Sgr A* that contaminates long-baseline source behavior
with added “refractive noise” in the visibility domain, making the
recovery of small-scale intrinsic source structure difficult (Johnson
& Gwinn 2015; Johnson & Narayan 2016).

In this paper, we utilize the scattering model developed by
Psaltis et al. (2018), using physical parameters from Johnson et al.
(2018) that were estimated using archival observations of Sgr A*.
The two-dimensional power spectrum of the phase fluctuations

( ) q is modeled as an unbroken anisotropic power law with a
spectral index β extending between a maximum scale (the outer
scale rout) and a minimum scale (the inner scale rin): Q(q)∝ |q|−β

(β is also the exponent for the three-dimensional power spectrum
of density fluctuations; e.g., Blandford & Narayan 1985; Rickett
1990). This power spectrum then yields a second-order phase
structure function ( ) [ ( ) ( )] ∣ ∣f f= á ¢ + - ¢ ñ µf

ar r r r rD 2 in the
inertial range rin= r= rout, where α≡ β− 2. While two
scattering models may have identical scatter-broadening, they
may still differ wildly in their refractive substructure. Combining
information from both scatter-broadening from 1.3mm to 30 cm
and centimeter-wave substructure strongly constrains the

scattering power spectrum and the asymptotic Gaussian morph-
ology parameters of the scatter-broadening kernel. However,
a degeneracy between the power-law index α and the inner scale
of the turbulence in the ISM rin remains (Johnson et al. 2018):
various combinations of scattering and intrinsic source parameters
can produce the same observed behavior in the scattered
image, illustrated in Figure 1. Sensitive VLBI observations at
3.5 mm offer a prime opportunity to break degeneracies between
the parameters by connecting to millimeter-wave scattering
behavior.
For the past two decades since its first detection at 3.5 mm

(Rogers et al. 1994), the scattered image of Sgr A* has been
commonly modeled as an elliptical Gaussian source with a
position angle of ∼ 80° east of north (e.g., Shen et al. 2005;
Bower et al. 2006; Lu et al. 2011a; Ortiz-León et al. 2016;
Brinkerink et al. 2019). Closure phases—the directed sums of
visibility phases over closed triangles of baselines and robust to
station-based errors (e.g., Cornwell 1989; Rauch et al. 2016;
Thompson et al. 2017; Blackburn et al. 2020)—measured by
early 3.5 mm experiments were consistently zero (Rogers et al.
1994; Krichbaum et al. 1998; Doeleman et al. 2001; Shen et al.
2005; Bower et al. 2006; Lu et al. 2011a), indicating source
symmetry on the probed spatial scales, while non-zero closure
phases at lower frequencies are entirely attributable to
interstellar scattering (Johnson et al. 2018). A new set of
higher-sensitivity experiments, including the Large Millimeter
Telescope Alfonso Serrano (LMT) and the Robert C. Byrd
Green Bank Telescope (GBT), detected the first non-zero
3.5 mm closure phases in Sgr A* on new closure triangles
provided by the addition of the LMT, which could either be due
to intrinsic structure or non-Gaussian structure in the scattering
screen (Ortiz-León et al. 2016; Brinkerink et al. 2016). These
results motivate breaking the assumptions of an elliptical
Gaussian source model and attempting to recover complex
underlying source structure via imaging.
The recently added VLBI phasing capability to the Atacama

Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA) provided addi-
tional sensitivity and long north–south baselines to the Global
Millimeter VLBI Array (GMVA) at 3.5mm (Matthews et al.
2018). While pre-ALMA experiments could not identify the
detailed morphology or constrain the radio emission model, the
sensitivity and coverage brought by joining ALMA to the GMVA
for the first time in 2017—including tripling the angular north–
south resolution—has offered a major leap in imaging capabilities
and model discrimination for Sgr A*. In Issaoun et al. (2019b), we
showed that measured visibility amplitudes on long baselines to
ALMA exhibit clear non-Gaussian behavior, which was a function
of baseline length, and ruled out a potential scattering model that
would significantly contaminate future EHT images at 1.3mm
(Zhu et al. 2019). Using interstellar scattering mitigation methods
(Johnson 2016) coupled with the enhanced coverage of GMVA
+ALMA, we then reconstructed a first image of the unscattered
structure of Sgr A* at 3.5mm. The unscattered source had a major
axis FWHM of 120± 34μas (12.0± 3.4 Schwarzschild radii
(RSch); where RSch= 2GMc−2) and a circularly symmetric
morphology (major-to-minor-axis ratio of -

+1.2 0.2
0.3), which requires

either that the accretion flow dominates the emission or that jet-
dominant emission from Sgr A* is pointed within 20° of the line of
sight.
Issaoun et al. (2019b) used the scattering model that best

matched observations (Johnson et al. 2018, hereafter model J18)
in the imaging process to mitigate the scattering effects and
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recover the intrinsic structure. Based on a single observation, it is
not clear whether the scattering parameter assumptions for Sgr A*

are valid: long-baseline detections could either be attributed to
intrinsic structure, scattering substructure, or a mix of both.
The 2017 long-baseline detections were more consistent with the
near-Kolmogorov power spectrum (power-law index α= 1.38)
from J18 rather than a flat spectrum (Goldreich & Sridhar 2006,
hereafter model GS06) governing the stochastic variations in the
refractive noise. It is, however, possible that the low refractive
noise observed can be attributed to a statistically unlikely low
refractive noise realization from the GS06 flat-spectrum scattering
model. Thus, it remains important to sample these scales at
different instances in time. We therefore performed follow-up
observations of Sgr A* with GMVA+ALMA in 2018 to gain
further confidence in the scattering model and tighten constraints
in the model parameters to describe the ISM along the line of sight
to Sgr A*.

The organization of the paper is as follows. We summarize
observations and data reduction in Section 2, present our final
GMVA+ALMA visibility amplitudes on Sgr A* in Section 3,
and discuss the constraints on scattering and intrinsic source
parameters enabled by these latest results in Section 4. A
summary is given in Section 5.

2. Observations and Data Reduction

We observed Sgr A*
(αJ2000= 17h45m40 0361, d =J2000

◦- ¢ 29 00 28. 16824) with the GMVA (project code MJ001),
composed of the eight Very Long Baseline Array (VLBA)
antennas equipped with 86 GHz receivers, the GBT, and
phasing 35 single ALMA antennas (Matthews et al. 2018). The
observations were conducted on 2018 April 14 and 17 as part

Figure 1. Modeled effects of interstellar scattering on a simulated source whose intrinsic structure is that of a circular Gaussian with a full-width at half-maximum
(FWHM) of 100 μas (shown as the solid circle) at λ = 3.5 mm with varying power-law index α and inner scale of turbulence rin. The dashed ellipse shows the FWHM
size of the measured Gaussian source on the sky for Sgr A* in previous 3.5 mm experiments (Ortiz-León et al. 2016; Brinkerink et al. 2019). Each row has constant α
and varying rin (10, 103, and 105 km): as rin increases, the scatter-broadening and the level of refractive substructure increase. Each column has constant rin and
varying α (1.0, 1.45, and 1.9): as α increases, the scatter-broadening and the level of refractive substructure increase.

24 Coordinates from the NRAO VLBI observing schedules C181B and C181F
are provided by the NRAO SCHED program: http://www.aoc.nrao.edu/
~cwalker/sched/Source_Catalog.html.
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of the Cycle 5 VLBI session with ALMA (project code
2017.1.00795.V). GMVA stations recorded a total bandwidth
of 256MHz per polarization divided into eight 32MHz-wide
intermediate frequencies (IFs), while ALMA recorded over-
lapping 62.6 MHz IFs separated by 58.59375MHz that fully
covered the GMVA band. The two 6 hr tracks included three
calibrator sources: 3C 279, NRAO 530, and J1924−2914. The
GBT participated for 3 hours in each track, but the station
recording was lost on April 17 due to a recording disk failure.

The data were correlated with the VLBI correlator at the
Max Planck Institute for Radio Astronomy in Bonn using the
DiFX software (Deller et al. 2011). To accommodate the
noncongruent IF configuration between ALMA and the other
stations, data were correlated over distinct sub-IFs and
synthesized back into contiguous GMVA IFs using DiFX tool
difx2difx. Mixed linear-circular polarization correlation
products between ALMA and the GMVA were transformed to
pure circular polarization via PolConvert (Martí-Vidal et al.
2016), utilizing a full calibration of the ALMA interferometric
products performed by the ALMA quality assurance (QA2)
team (Goddi et al. 2019). Data were then fringe fitted and
reduced using the enhanced Haystack Observatory Postproces-
sing System25 pipeline (EHT-HOPS) presented in Blackburn
et al. (2019), with additional validation and cross-checks from
the NRAO Astronomical Image Processing System (AIPS;
Greisen 2003). The EHT-HOPS pipeline introduces a number
of key improvements over the original HOPS software,
including global fringe fitting and improved phase calibration.
Our 86 GHz implementation of the EHT-HOPS reduction
follows the same procedure as in Issaoun et al. (2019b). We
performed a priori amplitude calibration and opacity correction
with the task APCAL within AIPS using observatory-provided
telescope gain information and system temperatures measured
during the observations. To form Stokes I, corrections for field
angle rotation and polarimetric gain ratios between left and
right polarizations were derived and applied using the EHT
Analysis Toolkit26 (eat library) polarimetric calibration
framework for the EHT-HOPS pipeline (Blackburn et al.
2019; Steel et al. 2019).

Figure 2 shows the detections and non-detections per scan of
∼9 minutes for Sgr A*

(top panel) and corresponding signal-to-
noise ratio (S/N) of scan-averaged visibilities for Sgr A*

detections for both observed epochs. All detections beyond ∼1
Gλ are on baselines to ALMA. Fringe solutions (delays and
delay-rates) are determined from detections with S/N> 7 over
the scan, and visibilities on weaker baselines can be measured
once station delays and delay-rates are known. After a priori
calibration, we proceed to further calibrate antenna gains from
calibrator imaging and recover improved measurements of the
visibility amplitudes for Sgr A*.

3. Results

Sensitivity estimates from a priori amplitude calibration of
individual telescopes commonly overestimate station perfor-
mance, not taking into account effects such as pointing and
focus errors, receiver misalignments, operational difficulties, or
unstable weather conditions. The visibility amplitudes obtained
on Sgr A* from a priori calibration alone do not fully capture
true source behavior, and further steps must be taken to

disentangle station-based residual amplitude errors from source
signal before any more detailed analysis can take place. The
amplitude calibration for Sgr A* is done in three stages:

1. a priori amplitude calibration using site metadata (see
Section 2);

2. inner 1 Gλ self-calibration to a Gaussian source (see
Section 3.2); and

3. residual self-calibration in THEMIS modeling of the
intrinsic and scattering parameters (see Section 4.2).

We present our calibrator imaging in Section 3.1, our
calibration methods for Sgr A* data and final gain constraints in
Section 3.2, and final visibility amplitudes in Section 3.3.

3.1. Imaging the Calibrator J1924−2914

To improve the amplitude calibration of the array, we utilize
J1924−2914, one of the two calibrators observed alternating

Figure 2. Top: the Sgr A*
(u, v) coverage, showing non-detections in gray and

detections for April 14 (blue) and 2018 April 17 (red). Each symbol denotes a
scan-averaged (over ∼9 minutes) measurement. Bottom: the signal-to-noise
ratio (S/N) for scan-averaged visibilities on Sgr A* as a function of projected
baseline length, showing detections for 2018 April 14 (blue) and 2018 April 17
(red). The gray dashed line in both panels delimits baseline lengths equivalent
to a resolution of 200 μas. All detections beyond ∼1 Gλ are on baselines to
ALMA. April 17 has fewer long-baseline detections due to the absence of the
GBT to anchor the fringe calibration of the array caused by a recording disk
failure at the correlation stage.

25 https://www.haystack.mit.edu/tech/vlbi/hops.html
26 https://github.com/sao-eht/eat
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with Sgr A*, and with sufficient coverage for imaging (see
Figure 3). J1924−2914 appears point-like to ALMA as a
connected-element interferometer and its source-integrated flux
density is measured by interferometric-ALMA observations
simultaneous to our VLBI tracks (see Table 1). Its compact-
ness, stable structure even on VLBI scales within a single
epoch, and known flux density make it an ideal imaging target
with which to obtain an estimate of station-based residual gain
corrections during our observations via self-calibration.

While having (u, v) coverage comparable to J1924−2914,
the other imageable calibrator, NRAO 530, is a north–south
extended source (Bower et al. 1997; Bower & Backer 1998;
Feng et al. 2006; Chen et al. 2010; Lu et al. 2011b; Brinkerink
et al. 2019; Issaoun et al. 2019b). In an array configuration
where the only north–south baselines resolving the jet are long
baselines to ALMA, imaging of the source with the full array
proved very difficult, resulting in unphysical images severely
impacted by the lack of intermediate baselines between inter-
VLBA and ALMA baselines. Imaging without ALMA resulted
in various source structures (and varied gain corrections) that
provided statistically acceptable fits to closure quantities,
leading to low confidence in any single image structure. We
thus omit NRAO 530 from our gain analysis. We also observed
3C 279 as a fringe-finder source with the full array for a few
minutes but omit it from further analysis because its (u, v)
coverage is insufficient for imaging.

Following the same method as Issaoun et al. (2019b), we
made use of the large number of closure phases and log closure
amplitudes—constructed via the quotient of two visibility
amplitude products involving four stations and robust to
station-based errors (Twiss et al. 1960; Readhead et al. 1980)—
and the total flux density constrained by the interferometric-
ALMA measurement in each observation to image J1924–2914
with the eht-imaging library (Chael et al. 2016, 2018b).
Closure-only imaging is robust to station-based instrumental
errors, allowing us to reconstruct source morphology and
derive residual telescope gain corrections directly from

self-calibration to the obtained brightness distribution. We
confirm general image morphology and gain trends via model
fitting to the observed closure products with simple elliptical
Gaussian components, and we test goodness-of-fit by calculat-
ing a reduced χ2 of the model prediction against measurements
of closure phases and log closure amplitudes.
We present J1924−2914 images and model fits27 for both

epochs in Figure 4. The observations have a uniform-weighted
beam= (128× 83) μas and P.A.= 38° for April 14, and a
uniform-weighted beam= (129× 76) μas and P.A.= 45° for
April 17. The resulting images and model fits have reduced
χ2

< 1.7 on closure products with no error budget inflation
added to account for possible systematics. A systematic error
budget of 1% (1% of amplitudes added in quadrature to the
thermal noise on complex visibilities) is required to drive
reduced χ2 to unity. The location of the components agree well
between the images and model fits of each respective
observation. The April 14 morphology is best described with
four elliptical Gaussian components based on the lowest
reduced χ2 on the closure data products and realistic station
gain reconstructions, while the April 17 morphology, missing
GBT baselines, is best constrained with three elliptical
Gaussian components. On both days, observations indicate a
consistent northwest source elongation. The northwest elonga-
tion of the J1924−2914 jet is consistent with our first image of
the source at 3.5 mm (Issaoun et al. 2019b) and follows the
mm-jet morphology from 7 mm (Shen et al. 2002) and 1.3 mm
observations (Lu et al. 2012).

3.2. Calibrating Sagittarius A* Visibility Amplitudes

Because of its scatter-broadening, we have fewer detections
and lower S/N for Sgr A* than for the calibrators. Our data sets
thus do not have sufficiently robust closure quantities to drive
the recovery of non-trivial structure in closure-only imaging.
Following the methodology employed in Issaoun et al. (2019b),
we use two methods for amplitude calibration:

1. we obtain station gain trends from self-calibration to
closure-only model fits and images of a calibrator;

2. we obtain station gain trends directly from Sgr A* by self-
calibrating all visibility amplitudes within 1 Gλ using an
elliptical Gaussian visibility function obtained from previous
3.5mm experiments (Ortiz-León et al. 2016; Brinkerink
et al. 2019, hereafter O16 and B19, respectively).

Figure 3. The (u,v) coverage of J1924−2914 for both epochs. April 14 scan-
averaged detections are shown as blue points; April 17 as red points. The
coverage is similar to that of Sgr A*

(Figure 2), but with additional east–west
baselines to VLBA Maunakea (MK).

Table 1

Source-integrated Flux Density of Observed Sources from
Interferometric-ALMA

Source Apr 14 Sν (Jy) Apr 17 Sν (Jy)

Sgr A* 2.2 ± 0.2 2.3 ± 0.2
NRAO 530 3.2 ± 0.3 3.2 ± 0.3
J1924−2914 4.6 ± 0.5 4.5 ± 0.5
3C 279 14 ± 1 15 ± 1

Note. These values are provided with interferometric-ALMA data as part of the
ALMA Quality Assurance 2 (QA2) process and assume a 10% uncertainty in
the ALMA amplitude calibration (Goddi et al. 2019).

27 Throughout this paper we use perceptually uniform colormaps from the
ehtplot library, https://github.com/rndsrc/ehtplot.
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For the second method, we assume that the behavior of the
visibility amplitude function for Sgr A* on baselines within
1 Gλ is dominated by the image second moment (e.g.,
Hu 1962; Issaoun et al. 2019a), which follows that of the
visibility function of a Gaussian source with an FWHM size of
215 by 140 μas and a position angle of 80° (east of north). The
choice of Gaussian widths is motivated by measurements from
previous 3.5 mm experiments that included the sensitive LMT
improving the recovery of the minor axis size (O16; J18; B19).
We therefore self-calibrated our Sgr A* amplitudes within 1 Gλ
to the expected Gaussian morphology and obtain station-based
amplitude gain corrections that are subsequently applied to
correct visibility amplitudes on all baselines on a time-varying
point-by-point basis. Since ALMA does not have any baselines
within the 1 Gλ cutoff, it cannot be calibrated via this method.

In Table 2, we present the median multiplicative station gain
corrections obtained via imaging and model fitting of J1924
−2914 and short-baseline (within 1 Gλ) self-calibration of
Sgr A* to an expected Gaussian source size. The J1924–2914
imaging/modeling and the Sgr A* self-calibration methods
gave comparable gain solutions for most stations, validating the
Gaussian source assumption for short-baseline measurements
of Sgr A*. According to the VLBA logs, North Liberty (NL)
and Maunakea (MK) had poor weather on April 14, which is
consistent with the high gain corrections found for these two
stations. For April 17, NL gain corrections are not well
constrained as its shortest baseline, to the GBT, is missing. For
subsequent analysis, we flag NL for all data sets. MK is not
present in the Sgr A* data set, as the source is too scatter-
broadened to be detected on long baselines to MK. It is worth
noting that we tend to recover higher gain corrections from the
J1924–2914 Gaussian component model fitting than from the
direct imaging for the stations with only long baselines
(ALMA, MK), as the model fits do not capture smaller
structural variations. Given the good consistency between
imaging and modeling gain corrections for all other stations,
we adopt imaging gain corrections for long-baseline stations.
Note that we apply all derived gain corrections as a function of
time to the data, not just the median scaling presented in
Table 2. Because ALMA’s multiplicative gain corrections are
near unity for J1924–2914, both for imaging and modeling,
applying them would not significantly change the flux density
on ALMA baselines. We thus choose not to apply ALMA gain

corrections so as not to introduce scatter from the gain solutions
to the visibility amplitudes.
The stations with significant discrepancies between gain

solutions derived from Sgr A* and J1924−2914 are GBT and
Pie Town (PT) for April 14, and Fort Davis (FD) and PT for
April 17. Both FD and PT have other VLBA stations very close
to them, which allow them to be well constrained by the
Gaussian source assumption for Sgr A* whereas some extended
diffuse features may be missing in the imaging/modeling of
J1924−2914 that lead to this discrepancy. Since the ALMA–
GBT baseline is crucial to understanding deviations from the
Gaussian source assumption for Sgr A*, we take a closer look
at the derived gain corrections for the GBT using both methods.
In Figure 5, we show the April 14 GBT gain trends for the
Sgr A* Gaussian source method and the J1924−2914 image
as a function of time. The discrepancy between the two sources
is due to a systematic offset for half of the GBT scans on

Figure 4. Closure-only images and elliptical Gaussian component model fits of J1924−2914 using the eht-imaging library. The contour levels are 10%–90% of
the peak in steps of 10%. Black markers denote the central location of each model component in the model fits, produced using the eht-modeling module of the
library. The images and model fits are restored with a circular Gaussian beam with a / m= =uFWHM 1 83 asmax for April 14 and / m=u1 76 asmax for April 17. The
restoring beam is shown in the lower right corner of each plot. All images and model fits have reduced χ2

< 1.7 on closure products with no systematic noise budget
added.

Table 2

Station Median Multiplicative Gain Corrections to the Visibility Amplitudes
for J1924–2914 Compared to Sgr A*

2018
Apr 14

2018
Apr 17

Station Sgr A*

J1924
−2914

J1924
−2914 Sgr A*

J1924
−2914

J1924
−2914

Self-Cal
Model
Fit Image Self-Cal

Model
Fit Image

ALMA L -
+1.8 0.2
0.4

-
+1.3 0.2
0.3

L -
+1.1 0.2
1.2

-
+1.0 0.2
1.1

BR -
+2.4 1.1
1.4

-
+1.9 0.9
2.7

-
+2.0 0.9
2.7

-
+1.6 0.5
2.5

-
+1.6 0.5
2.8

-
+1.6 0.5
2.7

FD -
+2.2 0.5
1.0

-
+2.8 1.1
2.3

-
+2.8 1.1
2.3

-
+1.9 0.2
0.4

-
+3.4 1.9
3.4

-
+3.3 1.7
3.1

GBT -
+1.4 0.5
1.6

-
+3.1 1.8
7.6

-
+3.5 2.4
5.8

L L L

KP -
+2.0 0.7
1.5

-
+2.0 0.6
0.7

-
+2.0 0.6
0.7

-
+2.3 0.7
1.3

-
+2.9 0.9
0.6

-
+2.9 1.0
0.6

LA -
+1.3 0.5
2.1

-
+1.2 0.3
1.5

-
+1.2 0.2
1.5

-
+1.5 0.5
1.3

-
+1.3 0.4
3.2

-
+1.3 0.4
3.2

MK L -
+7.7 3.7
2.0

-
+5.7 2.7
1.0

L -
+5.3 1.9
2.5

-
+3.7 1.1
1.9

NL -
+4.7 0.0
0.0

-
+4.2 1.7
1.3

-
+4.3 1.6
1.3

-
+2.3 0.9
5.5

-
+2.6 1.2
2.3

-
+2.6 1.4
2.3

OV -
+1.8 0.3
2.0

-
+1.4 0.4
0.4

-
+1.4 0.4
0.4

-
+1.9 0.3
2.0

-
+1.7 0.3
0.4

-
+1.8 0.2
0.4

PT -
+2.0 0.7
1.4

-
+3.6 1.8
1.0

-
+3.5 1.8
1.1

-
+2.0 0.5
1.2

-
+4.0 1.5
1.4

-
+3.9 1.5
1.4

Note. Median multiplicative gain corrections (and 95% interval of variation
over time) to the visibility amplitudes for common stations from the two
calibration methods: 1) self-calibration of Sgr A* amplitudes below 1 Gλ to the
Gaussian source estimated from O16; B19, 2) self-calibration of J1924−2914
observations to the closure-only images, and 3) self-calibration of J1924−2914
observations to the closure-only model fits.
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J1924−2914 at the end of the GBT track. This offset is
possibly due to a faulty pointing solution or non-optimal
surface adjustment for the telescope after 13 UT affecting half
of the J1924−2914 scans. For the times where both sources are
observed intermittently, there is a good agreement between the
derived gain corrections, with mean GBT amplitude gain
corrections of 1.25± 0.08 and 1.2± 0.1 for J1924–2914 and
Sgr A*, respectively. We thus choose to proceed with the
Gaussian source-derived gain corrections for the calibration of
Sgr A* GBT baselines.

3.3. Final Sgr A* Visibility Amplitudes

In Figure 6, we show the scan-averaged noise-debiased
visibility amplitudes for Sgr A* after Gaussian source self-
calibration of the inner 1 Gλ for all GMVA+ALMA observations
to date (2017 April 3, 2018 April 14, 2018 April 17). For noise-
debiasing, thermal noise contributions to visibility amplitude are
removed according to the prescription in Johnson et al. (2015; see
also Thompson et al. 2017). The ALMA–GBT baseline, sitting
along the scattering minor axis, gives significantly higher flux
density than that expected for the minor axis of an intrinsic
Gaussian source with an FWHM size of 140× 105μas scattered
by a purely Gaussian scattering screen (rin→∞ ; black curves)
but matches the expected flux density from an intrinsic Gaussian
source of the same angular size scattered with the estimated
parameters from the J18 scattering model (rin= 800 km; magenta
curves). In 2018, VLBA detections to ALMA, oriented near the
scattering minor axis, show clear deviations from Gaussian
behavior for the scattered image of Sgr A* on the sky and exhibit
properties expected from refractive noise. We also derive 4σ
upper limits on long baselines with other orientations, based on S/
N for detections of the calibrators (filled triangles in Figure 6).
Thus our new observations exhibit deviations from Gaussian
morphology similar to those of our 2017 observations presented in
Issaoun et al. (2019b). For both 2017 and 2018, the ALMA–GBT
baseline exhibits a flux density excess and long-baseline VLBA
detections to ALMA are consistent with the average refractive

noise predicted by J18, sitting below that of GS06. These two
scattering realizations one year apart allow us to confidently
exclude GS06 as a viable model for the interstellar scattering
along our line of sight toward Sgr A*.
The coverage of our 2018 observations, with only 3 hr

including GBT in one epoch, is insufficient to image Sgr A* with
the techniques used for the 2017 data set (Issaoun et al.
2019a, 2019b). The large amplitude uncertainty on short VLBA
baselines and the lack of non-zero closure phases prevent high-
fidelity imaging. A wide variety of image morphologies can be
obtained with similar goodness-of-fit to the data, therefore any
images we obtain would be driven by strong prior assumptions in
the imaging process. However, even without imaging, a direct
analysis of the visibility amplitudes can provide strong constraints
on the intrinsic size of Sgr A* and the inner scale of the interstellar
scattering.

4. Discussion

Connecting scattering properties observed at centimeter
wavelengths to those at millimeter wavelengths is not trivial
and depends on the relationship between the diffractive scale of
the scattering rdiff∼ λ/θscatt and the dissipation scale of
turbulence in the scattering material (Johnson et al. 2018;
Psaltis et al. 2018). Despite the precise measurement of the
angular broadening size of Sgr A* at centimeter wavelengths,
the scattering properties cannot be well constrained without a
good understanding of the expected transition to non-λ2 and
non-Gaussian scattering at millimeter wavelengths, where the
dissipation scale is comparable to the diffractive scale. The
observations presented in this paper offer a prime opportunity
to break the degeneracies between the scattering parameters.
We assume a single thin scattering screen incorporating

observed behavior from long and short wavelength observa-
tions. The parameterization of the uncertainties in the scattering
properties is motivated with physical models of the ISM
material. These models are typically an anisotropic power-law
with an index α for the power spectrum governing phase
variations, extending between a maximum (or outer) scale rout
and a minimum (or inner) scale rin. We utilize the scattering
model developed by Psaltis et al. (2018), assuming the “dipole”
model for the magnetic field wander. The parameters that can
be varied are the asymptotic Gaussian source parameters of the
scatter-broadening kernel (θmaj,0, qmin,0, and fPA), the power-
law index α, and the inner scale of the turbulence rin that cause
diffractive kernel deviations from Gaussian and λ2 behavior.
In this section, we fix the asymptotic Gaussian source

parameters of the scatter-broadening kernel and the distances
between the screen, the observer, and Sgr A* to the well-
constrained values derived from long-wavelength observations for
the J18 model. In Section 4.1, we provide qualitative constraints
on α, rin, and source extent using only long-wavelength
constraints and the ALMA–GBT measurements at 3.5mm and in
Section 4.2 we present a full modeling of the scattering and
intrinsic source parameters. In Section 4.3, we discriminate
between scattering models based on the expected and measured
power on long baselines in our 3.5mm data sets.

4.1. Long-Wavelength Constraints on Inner Scale and
Intrinsic Size

In Figure 7, we present the current constraints on the
scattering parameters α and rin for various intrinsic source

Figure 5. GBT multiplicative 10 s interval gain correction trends for
J1924–2914 (from the closure-only image) and Sgr A*

(from self-calibration
to a Gaussian source size) derived from the April 14 observations. The
elevations of both sources are descending during the GBT observing track, and
remain below 25° for all scans. Vertical dotted lines denote the times at which
the GBT performed pointing scans on calibrator sources. The intra-scan scatter
is likely due to pointing errors. High gain corrections after 13 UT and large
scatter are likely due to faulty re-pointing or non-optimal surface adjustment of
the telescope, solely affecting half of the J1924–2914 scans.
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extents derived from 3.5 mm measurements. Our measurements
on the ALMA–GBT baseline, oriented along the scattering
minor axis and resolving the source, indicate clear non-
Gaussian source morphology that is persistent over two years
of observations. Our historical size measurements at 3.5 mm
constrain the intrinsic source FWHM along the scattering
minor axis to 106–121 μas within 1 σ uncertainties, assuming
the J18 scattering model (Johnson et al. 2018; Issaoun et al.
2019b). We measured the combined 2017–2018 mean ampl-
itude in the middle of the ALMA–GBT baseline track to be
58± 6 mJy at a projected baseline length of 1.6 Gλ, assuming a
10% uncertainty on the overall amplitude calibration.

As shown in Figure 6, low values for rin lead to a shallower
fall-off of the visibility amplitudes as a function of baseline
length, while rin→∞ approaches perfect Gaussian behavior.
Deviations from a Gaussian behavior can also be achieved with
low values of α. Therefore, for a measured flux density on a
given baseline probing the ensemble-average (purely scatter-
broadened) image (with a given intrinsic source size, α, and rin)
the same flux density can be achieved with lower α and rin
values paired with a larger intrinsic source. The blue shaded
regions in Figure 7 thus show the ranges of parameters giving
the measured flux density on ALMA–GBT for a given intrinsic
source extent along the scattering minor axis at 3.5 mm within

our 1 σ measured range assuming the J18 model. The gray
shaded regions give examples of source extent that are beyond
our 1 σ measured range.
The red shaded regions in Figure 7 show composite

constraints from longer-wavelength radio observations (see
Figure 9 of Johnson et al. 2018). The light red shaded region
corresponds to the composite (95% confidence) ranges of α and
rin able to reproduce the refractive noise measurements at both
λ= 3.6 cm and λ= 1.3 cm but unable to reproduce the non-
Gaussian source morphology observed at 7 mm, which requires
an inner scale rin< 2000 km. The dark red shaded region
corresponds to the ranges of α and rin able to both reproduce
the cm-wave refractive noise measurements and the non-
Gaussian shape at λ= 7 mm. The lower limit of the red region
corresponds to a lower limit of rin� 520 km constrained by the
Gaussian source morphology at 1.3 cm. Further details on these
longer-wavelengths constraints are presented in Johnson et al.
(2018). From the composite longer-wavelength model con-
straints and 3.5 mm size constraints in Figure 7, we conclude
that the intrinsic source extent (FWHM) of Sgr A* along the
scattering minor axis must be 100−105 μas. Future analysis of
more recent longer-wavelength observations of Sgr A* can also
further constrain the parameter space of the scattering model
(I. Cho et al. in prep.).

Figure 6. Noise-debiased correlated flux density of Sgr A* as a function of projected baseline length for data after self-calibrating to the Gaussian source size
from O16 and B19 using only baselines shorter than 1 Gλ. The error bars indicate the thermal error in individual scans. The amplitude uncertainties from imperfect
calibration are not shown but are of the order of ∼10%, corresponding to roughly the size of a symbol. Three epochs are depicted: 2017 April 3 observations presented
in Issaoun et al. (2019b) are shown in black, 2018 April 14 observations are shown in blue, and 2018 April 17 observations are shown in red (no GBT). Baselines to
NL are flagged for all data sets due to erratic amplitude gain corrections from bad weather. Dashed and dotted curves show the expected visibilities along the major
and minor axes, respectively, for an intrinsic elliptical Gaussian source with an FWHM size of 140 × 105 μas scattered with two scattering models: in magenta the
intrinsic Gaussian source is scattered with the estimated J18 scattering parameters α = 1.38 and rin = 800 km while in black the same Gaussian source is scattered
with a Gaussian scattering kernel (169 × 86 μas, position angle of 81°. 9 east of north; J18), with rin → ∞ . The orange and green curves show the expected rms
renormalized refractive noise along the major and minor axes for the GS06 and J18 models, respectively. All detections beyond ∼1 Gλ are baselines to ALMA
oriented close to the scattering minor axis. Labeled filled triangles, colored by data set, indicate 4σ upper limits on four sensitive baselines at other orientations, where
corresponding detections were found for our calibrators. Detections on the ALMA–GBT baseline (filled diamonds), oriented along the scattering minor axis, sit above
the expected flux density for a Gaussian source and thus clearly indicate non-Gaussian source morphology. Detections on baselines beyond 2 Gλ exhibit expected
properties of refractive noise. For both years, refractive noise detections match the average level predicted by J18 and sit below that of GS06.
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4.2. Joint Modeling of Scattering and Source Parameters

Using only the 3.5mm observations, we additionally simulta-
neously model the intrinsic source and interstellar scattering to
obtain constraints on source and scattering parameters within the
modeling and analysis framework THEMIS (Broderick et al. 2020).
THEMIS provides a number of methods for handling data, defining
models, addressing data systematic uncertainties, and sampling
the resulting likelihoods. Because the model has closure phases
that are identically zero (as is statistically consistent with our data),
we fit only the 3.5mm final visibility amplitudes obtained in
Section 3.3, excluding those data points with an S/N less than 2
to avoid non-Gaussian errors (Thompson et al. 2017).

The primary output of THEMIS-based analyses are posteriors
on model parameters implied by the input data. In this instance,
to ensure global convergence, we use the parallelly-tempered
Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampler: we employed
the deterministic even–odd swap tempering scheme of Syed
et al. (2019) with the automated factor slice sampler of Tibbits
et al. (2014), which is very efficient for small numbers of
model parameters.

Sgr A* is modeled as an elliptical Gaussian source convolved
with a parameterized version of the anisotropic diffractive
kernel described in Psaltis et al. (2018) and Johnson et al.
(2018). The elliptical Gaussian source is parameterized in terms
of a total flux density, averaged size, axial ratio (major-to-
minor axis ratio), and position angle (f) as described in
Broderick et al. (2020), each with uninformative uniform
priors. From these we construct the intrinsic source Gaussian
major/minor axes (q q,maj min). Only the inner scale rin and

power-law index α are permitted to vary, with the remaining
scattering parameters already well constrained by prior data.
For rin a log-uniform prior is assumed, ranging from 1 km to
107 km; for α a uniform prior is assumed on (0, 2).
To accommodate the refractive scattering component a

constant 7 mJy noise floor is added in quadrature to the input
data uncertainties; this is both conceptually and computation-
ally much simpler than fully modeling the complex phase
screen. Station residual multiplicative gain corrections are
reconstructed and marginalized over via the Laplace approx-
imation during the construction of log-likelihoods after
imposing a Gaussian prior centered on unity with a standard
deviation of 20% (see Section 6.8 of Broderick et al. 2020).
Fitting gain amplitudes has an added practical benefit: when
fitting mock data sets, produced with similar noise properties
and baseline coverage to our observations of Sgr A*, we found
that fitting the gain amplitudes effectively mitigated biases
from refractive scattering. The derived residual multiplicative
gain corrections are shown in Figure 9. Each data set was
independently analyzed to avoid potential complications
associated with source variation. Excellent fits were obtained
in all cases. No qualitative differences in fit quality were found
when analyzing both 2018 data sets together.
In Figure 8, we present the posteriors on the scattering

parameters rin and α added to the multi-wavelength analysis
from Figure 7. The median values and 95% confidence ranges
for all fitted parameters are presented in Table 3 for each data
set. The results for 2017 April 3 and 2018 April 14 show great
consistency within our confidence ranges, while the results for
2018 April 17 are not well constrained due to the absence of the
GBT. Although α is not well constrained at 3.5 mm, the 2017
data set in particular constrains rin< 3300 km at the 2σ level.
The 2017 data set contains the longest observation with the
ALMA–GBT baseline, on which the amplitude fall-off
indicates deviations from Gaussian morphology and thus
results in a finite inner scale, as illustrated in Figure 6. This
result is completely independent from the longer-wavelength
constraints (red shaded regions in Figure 8), yet provides
complete overlap in the parameter space for α and rin, as well
as a consistent intrinsic size estimate to that derived from
longer-wavelength constraints in Section 4.1. While the 2018
data sets alone do not constrain in the α− rin parameter space,
the clear ALMA–GBT detections on 2018 April 14 build
confidence in the non-Gaussian behavior on that baseline
across multiple years. The persistently low-flux-density long-
baseline VLBA–ALMA detections allow us to rule out

Figure 7. Constraints on α and rin as a function of intrinsic source extent that
would result in the measured mean amplitude (58 ± 6 mJy) at λ = 3.5 mm on
a projected baseline length of 1.6 Gλ along the scattering minor axis. The blue
bands show the allowed ranges of α and rin for a given intrinsic source size
along the scattering minor axis with the measured amplitude at the chosen
baseline length. Source sizes in grayscale lie beyond the allowed± 1σ intrinsic
source FWHM estimates from historical 3.5 mm measurements (106–121 μas;
O16; J18; B19; Issaoun et al. 2019b). The red shaded region shows the range of α
and rin constrained via 1.3 cm and 7 mm observations in Johnson et al. (2018).

Table 3

Results from THEMIS Model Fitting of the Intrinsic Source and Scattering
Parameters Simultaneously

Variable 2017 Apr 3 2018 Apr 14 2018 Apr 17 J18

qmin (μas) -
+99 7
6

-
+96 6
7

-
+110 52
40

L

θmaj (μas) -
+146 12
11

-
+140 13
14

-
+129 20
67

L

f (deg.) -
+70 6
6

-
+66 9
16

-
+72 63
95

L

α -
+0.8 0.7
0.8

-
+1.1 1.0
0.8

-
+1.0 0.9
0.9

-
+1.38 0.04
0.08

log 10(rin/1 km) -
+3.2 0.6
0.5

-
+5 2
2

-
+4 2
3

-
+2.9 0.1
0.1

Note. Median values and 95% confidence ranges are shown. The posteriors
have been filtered to remove numerical pathologies at the edges of the sampled
scattering parameter ranges.
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Figure 8. Same as Figure 7, but with the added THEMIS posterior distributions from simultaneous intrinsic source and scattering parameter fitting overlaid in green.
The 1σ, 2σ, and 3σ regions are shown from dark green to light green. The solid, dashed, and dotted lines are the 1σ, 2σ, and 3σ contours, respectively.

Figure 9. Residual multiplicative gain corrections derived by THEMIS in the Sgr A* model fitting for all three observing days. Top: residual variations in the
amplitudes derived from the data sets where only a priori amplitude corrections are applied. Bottom: residual variations in the amplitudes derived from the data sets
already corrected based on self-calibration (see Section 3.2). For 2017 April 3, inner 1 Gλ self-cal gain corrections were not applied to the GBT due to the scatter
introduced by its baseline to NL, whose measurements dominate within that baseline cut (Issaoun et al. 2019b). In all panels, individual station gain corrections are
offset vertically by unity for clarity, with the dashed horizontal lines indicating a unit gain for each station. The gain correction scale is linear. Each point corresponds
to an individual scan: colored points are independently reconstructed in the procedure, gray points are not well constrained due to missing information and are thus
heavily biased by the prior.
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the GS06 scattering model as a viable model for the interstellar
scattering toward Sgr A*, see Section 4.3.

We select the 2017 April 3 data set as our best data set, due
to its more complete (u,v) coverage and its longer GBT
observing track (double that of the 2018 observing days). We
obtain the following source size parameters for our best data set
(2017): a major axis FWHM of 146± 12 μas, a minor axis
FWHM of 99± 7 μas, and a position angle of 70° ± 6°, almost
oriented along the diffractive kernel. This alignment may be
coincidental, or it may indicate that the assumed diffractive
kernel is incorrect, producing a biased intrinsic size that is
aligned with the scattering kernel. Because our imaging of the
2017 data set in Issaoun et al. (2019b) yielded a largely
unconstrained position angle, this alignment may also indicate
that the Gaussian model for intrinsic structure is overly
simplistic, with tight posteriors that are spurious. The derived
major-to-minor axis ratio (or “axial ratio”) of 1.5± 0.2 is
slightly larger than the ratio ( -

+1.2 0.2
0.3) measured directly from

the intrinsic image reconstructed by Issaoun et al. (2019b). In
addition to different systematics due to varying methods for the
intrinsic size measurement, the α and rin parameters used to
separate the scattering effects from the intrinsic source structure
are different from the derived median values (although they are
consistent within the 95% confidence interval for two of the
three data sets), shown in Table 3. In Issaoun et al. (2019b) we
assumed the J18 parameter values, whereas in this work we fit
for α and rin within THEMIS simultaneously with the intrinsic
source parameters. Thus, the degeneracy in the scattering and
intrinsic source size parameters likely lead to this slight shift in
the measurement for the axial ratio. Whereas in Issaoun et al.
(2019b) we assumed particular values of α and rin to obtain
information on the intrinsic source structure, our new result,
however, confirms that the source still modestly deviates from
circular symmetry even if we allow the scattering parameters
to vary.

In Issaoun et al. (2019b) we explored a set of general-
relativistic magnetohydrodynamic (GRMHD) simulations of
the Sgr A* accretion flow: disk versus jet-driven emission,
varying particle acceleration, varying spin, and varying heating
prescriptions (Mościbrodzka et al. 2009, 2014, 2016; Howes
2010; Rowan et al. 2017; Davelaar et al. 2018; Chael et al.
2018a). We found that high-inclination jet-dominated models
(>20° of face-on) produce larger axial ratios than the
measurement on Sgr A* and are thus ruled out. Our new axial
ratio measurement in this work, allowing the freedom to fit the
scattering parameters, confirms this result. This range in
allowed inclination for jet models is also consistent with the
independent near-infrared orbiting flare results from the
Gravity experiment (Gravity Collaboration et al. 2018b). In
addition, the measured axial ratio is now slightly too large to
also be consistent with low-inclination disk-dominated models
(<20°), which are close to circular (Figures 9 and 10 of Issaoun
et al. 2019b). With this new measurement, the explored
emission models best able to replicate the size and axial ratio
observed for Sgr A* are thus low-inclination jet or mid/high-
inclination disk models. However, it is worth noting that the
degeneracy in the scattering and intrinsic source parameters
could be the cause of this shift in the measured value of the
axial ratio and only a small subset of GRMHD models were
studied. Therefore, whether or not low-inclination disks are
truly ruled out remains uncertain.

4.3. Constraints on the Power Spectrum

The refractive noise power on a long baseline u is chromatic,
dependent on the power-law index α of the phase fluctuations,
and is dominated by refractive modes with q∼ 2πu/D.
Previous constraints on the power spectrum ( ) q for a
wavenumber q−1 based on cm-wavelength refractive noise
power detections by Johnson et al. (2018) showed that both
the J18 and the GS06 models fit cm-wave constraints but the
models are expected to be most different in the mm-wave
regime. In our 2017 and 2018 data sets, we solely detect power
on long baselines on ALMA baselines sampling mostly along
the scattering minor axis. However, previous cm-wave
measurements of noise power were along the scattering major
axis (see Johnson et al. 2018, Figure 14). To add a 3.5 mm
constraint to those measurements, we therefore need to make
use of estimated 4σ upper limits on baselines along the
scattering major axis where no detections were found on Sgr A*

but the level of noise for those baselines is known from
detections on calibrators.
In Figure 10, we present a similar plot to Figure 14 in

Johnson et al. (2018), with our newly added 3.5 mm constraint.
Our mean visibility amplitude (after noise-debiasing) is 6 mJy

Figure 10. Observational constraints, from refractive noise on long interfero-
metric baselines, on the power spectrum ( ) q of phase fluctuations. Note that

( ) q is dimensionless and independent of the observing wavelength.
Constraints at 3.6 and 1.3 cm are from J18; the 3.5 mm results are from the
observations reported here and by Issaoun et al. (2019b). The red diamonds
represent constraints on the power for wavenumbers q−1

∼ 1012–1014 cm from
refractive noise on long baselines observed at 3.6 cm, 1.3 cm, and new 3.5 mm
wavelengths along the scattering major axis. The green shaded region delimits
the range of modes that are expected to contribute refractive noise to 1.3 mm
EHT images of Sgr A*. The power spectra of two scattering models are plotted:
the GS06 model with α = 0 and rin = 2 × 106 km (dashed gray) and the
recommended J18 model with α = 1.38 and rin = 800 km (solid blue). All
observational constraints are consistent with the recommended J18 model.
While the previous cm wavelength detections of refractive noise are consistent
with both models, the new 3.5 mm upper limit for the power from refractive
noise along the scattering major axis is a factor of 10 below the predicted
power by the GS06 model.
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along the scattering minor axis on baselines beyond 1.8 Gλ,
measured on ALMA baselines for our 2017–2018 data sets. We
determine the central value (red diamond) for the major axis
constraint as the equivalent power measured along the
scattering major axis at 3.5 mm for a scattering model giving
6 mJy of refractive noise along the minor axis. The upper limit
of the constraint is given by the 4σ upper limit of 30 mJy at
1.8 Gλ on the sensitive east–west GBT–IRAM 30m baseline
from our 2017 data set (Issaoun et al. 2019b). The lower limit
of the constraint assumes that the 6 mJy detection for a single
scattering realization is purely refractive noise, giving a lower
limit of ∼3 mJy for the ensemble-average rms (see Section 6.1
of Issaoun et al. 2019b). Because we are combining estimates
of refractive noise along the major and minor axes, this
estimate of Q(q) is sensitive to the assumed model of magnetic
field wander (here, we use the “dipole” model of Psaltis et al.
2018) but primarily depends on the rough extent of the
ensemble-average image so is insensitive to the assumed
scattering parameters, α and rin (see, e.g., Equation (16) of
Johnson & Narayan 2016).

We also plot in Figure 10 the power spectra for the two
scattering models, GS06 (dashed gray line) and J18 (blue solid
line). Refractive modes impacting horizon-scale reconstruc-
tions with the EHT are within the green shaded region. While
both models fit constraints in the cm-wave regime, the 3.5 mm
constraint discriminates between the two: the power predicted
by the J18 model is consistent with the constraint, while the
power predicted by GS06 model lies an order of magnitude
above it. The 3.5 mm measurement directly probes refractive
modes within the EHT’s field of view, for which scattering
substructure can contaminate EHT horizon-scale images.
Assuming the J18 model, our 3.5 mm result confirms
expectations of low (of the order ∼1% of total flux density)
levels of refractive noise on long VLBI baselines observable
with the EHT at 1.3 mm.

5. Summary

We have presented 2018 observations of Sgr A* using ALMA
in concert with the GMVA at 86GHz. In combination with
observations carried out in 2017 and presented in Issaoun et al.
(2019b), we show that the ALMA–GBT baseline resolves
persistent non-Gaussian morphology along the scattering minor
axis. In addition, long-baseline detections to ALMA (1.8–2.4 Gλ)
exhibit characteristics of low-level refractive noise across both
years of observations. Using the scattering model developed by
Psaltis et al. (2018), we show that these long-baseline detections
are consistent with the scattering parameters estimated in Johnson
et al. (2018), while they are at least five times weaker than the
expected refractive noise for the parameters suggested by
Goldreich & Sridhar (2006). While a single realization of the
refractive scattering would give values this low for approximately
4% of observations, the probability of seeing two independent
observations at this level is less than 0.15%, firmly ruling out the
Goldreich & Sridhar (2006) parameters.

We made use of the chromatic nature of the interstellar
scattering to put stringent constraints on the intrinsic source
extent at 86 GHz along the scattering minor axis. We combined
8, 22, and 43 GHz constraints on the scattering parameters
presented in Johnson et al. (2018) with our 86 GHz persistent
flux density excess on the ALMA–GBT baseline. We found
that the ALMA–GBT baseline flux density excess predicts an
intrinsic source extent along the scattering minor axis of

∼100 μas for Sgr A* for the ranges of power spectrum power-
law index α and inner scale of turbulence rin allowed by lower-
frequency measurements from Johnson et al. (2018).
Direct modeling of our 86 GHz data with THEMIS (Broderick

et al. 2020), fitting simultaneously the scattering and intrinsic
source parameters, gave overlapping α− rin parameter ranges
with lower-frequency constraints and source size estimates
consistent with the lower-frequency predictions. Source size
estimates for all independent data sets are consistent within
their uncertainties. The fitted source size parameters obtained
for our best data set, on 2017 April 3, are: a major axis FWHM
of 146± 12 μas, a minor axis FWHM of 99± 7 μas, and a
position angle of 70± 6°, almost oriented along the diffractive
kernel. We obtain a major-to-minor axis ratio for the source of
1.5± 0.2. In the scope of the set of general-relativistic
magnetohydrodynamic simulations explored in Issaoun et al.
(2019b), high-inclination jet-dominated models producing
larger axial ratios are ruled out, but the measured axial ratio
is now too large to also be consistent with low-inclination disk-
dominated models (Figures 9 and 10 of Issaoun et al. 2019b).
Assuming the fitted scattering parameters, the explored
emission models best able to replicate the size and axial ratio
observed for Sgr A* are thus low-inclination jet or mid/high-
inclination disk models.
We have shown that 86 GHz measurements of the interstellar

scattering are crucial for the discrimination of scattering
models. In particular, our observations favor a dissipation scale
of ∼103 km for interstellar turbulence, which is consistent with
a characteristic scale determined by the ion Larmor radius
(Spangler & Gwinn 1990). Irrespective of the specific
scattering properties, our results probe the scales of phase
fluctuations that are comparable to the angular size of the black
hole shadow of Sgr A*, giving model-independent insights into
how scattering may affect images of Sgr A* produced with the
Event Horizon Telescope. Future observations at 86 GHz with
the newly upgraded 50 m surface of the LMT will enable
probing of the structure along the scattering minor axis on a
highly sensitive baseline with ALMA, providing a second
anchor for deviations from Gaussian morphology and model
constraints. GMVA bandwidth enhancements and station
expansion would also enable higher fidelity imaging, enable
higher sensitivity in the east–west to possibly detect refractive
structure along the scattering major axis in the mm wave band,
and possibly obtain the first polarization detections on VLBI
baselines at 86 GHz, allowing us to further sharpen our view of
the accretion flow of Sgr A*.
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